This PDF file contains selected slides from the Port
Hopers for Fair Taxes public gathering at the Lions
Centre, March 18, 2014.
Send e‐mail to: Porthopersforfairtaxes@gmail.com
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It’s surprising how many people aren’t familiar with the
physical boundaries of the two Wards in the amalgamated
municipality so we thought it’d be useful to show a map.
Even the municipal website at porthope.ca website, has
maps that show various boundaries for Ward 1’s westerly
side.
The map on this slide has the boundaries according to the
official plan Schedules D and D-1.
The 401 is the northerly boundary for Ward 1. The western
boundary runs from the interchange of County 2 (Toronto
Road) and Hwy 401, south to the lake as shown on the
slide, and the east boundary for Ward 1 starts at Hwy 401
and Hamilton Road (the boundary of Hamilton Township)
down to the lake.
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It is important to note that ward-specific costs are not included in
any of these budgets, apparently because the MPH financial
system does not track costs by ward.
However, all of the data for Operating Budgets and Capital Budgets
is important background, and valuable information, partly because
of the snapshot that they provide for each individual year, and also
for comparison and review when the reader is attempting to
identify trends.
Going forward, for area-rating analysis and for more community
consultation, ward-specific costs will be an essential requirement.
City of Hamilton used a process that spanned two years, to gather
the numbers and to fully engage the community in the dialogue.
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Council instructed Staff to present the area-ratable services that
are listed in the Mayor’s Option 10 (November 2013) plus additional
services as recommended by Councillor Burns. Unfortunately, the
Open House presentations did not include individual Parks and
Rec items from Option 10 (Jack Burger Sports Complex, Town
Park Rec Centre, Ruth Clarke Centre, Recreational Programming);
they were grouped together into one slide (it’s coming up soon).
The Open House presentations, unlike earlier options, show
financial data on the basis of $100K weighted assessment – this
does not match the method used in earlier options, where the
municipality-wide or ward-specific total dollars are shown.
At the four Open House sessions, members of the audience raised
a number of questions, concerns and recommendations, including
expanding the area-ratable analysis to add Fire, Roads, and more.
Unfortunately, the minutes of the Open House sessions have not
been posted on the MPH website (as of March 17th). Additional
analysis and Open House sessions will be required, along with the
related community consultation, discussion and feedback.
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When considering the “impact per $100K weighted assessment”,
here’s a rough rule of thumb that might help to bring the numbers
into context from a household basis.
The average household assessment in Ward 1 is approx. $200K, so
if you are “thinking Ward 1” then double the dollar amounts in the
slide. Similarly, for Ward 2 the average household assessment is
approx. $300K, so if you are “thinking Ward 2” then triple the dollar
amounts shown.
Continuing this thought for Police, the Ward 1 cost per household
is about $600 and the Ward 2 cost per household is about $450.
“Common” on this slide is not relevant. The police services are
different in each ward, provided by different agencies, and it is not
appropriate to treat the costs of Police Services as “common”.
This comment is consistent with Option 7, with Option 10, and with
the results of the January survey.
Costs of new Ward 1 police building must be assigned to Ward 1.
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One more example of the “handy rule of thumb for households”,
and then we’ll leave that task as your homework on other slides.
If you are thinking “Ward 1 households” then double the dollar
amounts in the slide. If you are thinking “Ward 2 households”
then triple the dollar amounts shown.
Continuing this train of thought, the Ward 1 cost per household
for Police Services Board is about $8.75 and the Ward 2 cost per
household is about $6.60.
It is appropriate to treat the costs of the Police Services Board as
area-ratable, and allocating the board’s costs by ward in the same
proportion as Police Services seems to be a reasonable approach.
From the Mayor’s Option 10 spreadsheet, we find these 2013
budgets for Policing: W1 = $3.95M and W2 = $0.74M. From the
same source, we find Police Services Board (area-rated as per
Option 10) with W1 = $59K and W2 = $11K, for a total of $70K.
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Take note of the word “currently” in the text on the slide.
Area-rating review is not only intended as a review of current costs
for 2014, but also as a look forward to future activities for costs of
this service/activity, considering changes and trends that might be
made over time.
This “looking forward” comment also relates to the cost of a new
Ward 1 police station, as noted earlier. The 2013 budget (which is
the basis or benchmark for the numbers in Options 1-6, Option 7,
and Option 10), did not have a lot of costs related to a new Ward 1
police station, but the 2014 and 2015 budgets are expected to have
significant costs in that area.
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Yes, there is certainly justification for Transit to be considered as
an area-ratable service.
The “Common” number in the slide is not relevant. Option 7,
Option 10, the January survey, and community feedback all
indicate that Transit is not a common service.
The Mayor’s Option 10 lists the 2013 budget for Transit at $398,400
and it is area-rated 100% to Ward 1 in that spreadsheet.
Total-dollar-cost information is not evident from the slides that
were presented at the Open House sessions, where only “cost per
$100K weighted assessment is shown”. In future Open House
sessions, the total cost of all services/departments should be
shown clearly, for the municipality and for each ward.
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Bulky Waste Pickup is listed in the Mayor’s Option 10 with a total
cost of $52,600 for 2013, area-rated 100% to Ward 1.
In the next round of Open Houses, when some services are being
reviewed again and when additional services are being discussed,
it’s important to have another look at this service. The slide for
Bulky Waste Pickup shows “no net expense” but this does not
match the costing in the spreadsheet for Option 10.
Any service with a $50K cost should be considered “significant”.
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Christmas Tree is listed in Mayor’s Option 10 with a cost of $5,000
– this is a much smaller amount than is indicated by the slide .
From Option 10, it’s not clear whether Yard Waste is included with
Christmas Tree pickup (yard waste is not listed separately).
In the next round of Open Houses, when some services are being
reviewed again and when additional services are being discussed,
it’s important to have another look at this service. The slide from
the Open House does not appear to match up with other costing
that has been noted, e.g. Option 10.
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This is the first of two Open House slides for Parking. The next
slide addresses a new approach that the municipality proposes to
implement for using the net revenues from parking enforcement in
2014.
Parking is not specifically listed in the Mayor’s Option 10 (it might
have been bundled in with Planning and Development).
In a report from Staff dated September 26, 2013, harvested from
the MPH website on October 12, 2013, projected 2014 net revenues
for Parking were listed at $90,000.
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Take note of the words “now” and “currently” in the text.
Area-rating review is not only intended as a review of current costs
for 2014, but also as a look forward to future activities for costs of
this service/activity, considering changes that might be made over
time.
By the way, whenever you see the phrase “no net levy impact”,
keep in mind that reserve funds might also be contributing to the
service/department. In the case of the new approach for 2014, the
money (net revenue) earned by Parking is to be “transferred to
reserves”. In other services/departments, money might be coming
out of reserves to support the cause. That thought prompts some
questions: How did the money get into the reserve in the first
place? Did levy from prior years contribute to the reserve?
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Staff’s new concept of adding a novel “north/south” category for
Library is expected to be problematic for a number of reasons.
Where would the north/south dividing line be? How flexible is the
MPH financial system, and would it be feasible to accurately
determine the weighted assessment for all of the properties within
each geographic area (including PIL lands)? Would the allocation
of Library costs be clear and transparent in the annual tax-rating
by-law? How flexible is the municipal tax-billing system, to charge
Library at different tax rates to a subset of a Ward’s roll numbers?
Many north/south questions should be considered in view of the
Evaluation Chart that was proposed by the Focus Group, but there
was no reference to any evaluation chart at the Open Houses.
A more-appropriate cost allocation could be obtained by referring
to the cost of each library branch . The detailed 2013 Operating
Budget (MPH website, March 17, 2014) indicates a split of $606K to
Ward 1 and $27K to Ward 2 might be reasonable. More discussion
is needed in the next round of Open House sessions/consultation.
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Council instructed Staff to present the area-ratable services that
are listed in the Mayor’s Option 10 (November 2013) plus additional
services as recommended by Councillor Burns. Unfortunately, the
open-house presentations did not include individual Parks and Rec
items from Option 10 (Jack Burger Sports Complex, Town Park
Rec Centre, Ruth Clarke Activity Centre, Recreational Programming) they were grouped together, with “admin”, into one slide.
The costs of PRC administration, facilities and programs, when
added together from the numbers presented in the Option 10
spreadsheet, come to a total of about $1.8 million . This is a very
significant number, deserving of analysis in sections (as was done
in the Option 10 spreadsheet), not grouped together into a single
“service” for everything in PRC except Marina and Dredging (next).
After the elements of PRC are analyzed individually, consideration
should also be given to an appropriate formula for allocating the
administrative costs related to PRC, perhaps in the same share or
proportion of the area-rated costs of the individual facilities and
the programming. Much more work is needed for PRC analysis.
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Please note the phrase “consistent with facilities and programs”.
This is an important cue that the Open House slides were created
by Staff, and were not built directly upon the Mayor’s Option 10,
because, as was noted for an earlier slide, Option 10 treats the
PRC facilities and programming as area-ratable, 100% to Ward 1.
Again, we note that this slide introduces the concept of “definable
benefitting area” for Marina. As noted for Library, there are many
potential problems with this approach (see the notes to the Library
slide). Also note “Council needs to establish” – more work to do.
The Mayor’s Option 10 shows Marina as area-ratable, with 100% of
the cost allocated to Ward 1.
In the next round of Open Houses and community consultation, the
Marina deserves to be revisited. According to the numbers in the
Option 10 spreadsheet, Marina was budgeted at $72,900 for 2013,
with $59,900 for operating cost plus $13,000 capital cost.
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Take note of the words “historically” and “currently” in the text.
Area-rating review is not only intended as a review of current costs
for 2014, but also as a look forward to future activities for costs of
this service/activity, considering changes that might be made over
time.
In the next round of Open Houses, consideration should be given
to the potential life of reserves that support Dredging, plus future
costs that might have to be funded from tax levy.
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The Open House sessions addressed only two small components
of Works and Engineering. During Q&A, residents asked to have
Roads (as one example) added to the list of services to be arearated. Watch for this in the next round of Open House sessions
and community consultation.
The “Common” number in the slide is not relevant. Option 7,
Option 10, the January survey, and community feedback all
indicate that Sidewalks are not a common service.
From the Mayor’s Option 10 spreadsheet, the total cost of
Sidewalks in the 2013 budget is $67,000 with $30,000 coming
directly from tax levy and another $37,000 coming from capital
reserve.
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The “Common” number in the slide is not relevant. Option 7,
Option 10, the January survey, and community feedback all
indicate that Streetlights are not a common service.
From the Mayor’s Option 10 spreadsheet, the total cost of
Streetlights in the 2013 budget is $197,000 with $190,417 allocated
to Ward 1 and with $6,583 (about 3.3%) allocated to Ward 2.
Taking note of the phrase “primarily located at intersections and
other high risk areas in the rural area”, a question arises: since
most of the lighted intersections in Ward 2 are in locations where
two County roads cross, are the street lights and warning lights at
these intersections the responsibility of the County?
In the next round of Open House sessions and community consultation, watch for Roads to be analyzed and discussed, as requested
by ratepayers at the March Open House sessions. The Works and
Engineering total operating budget for 2013 was $3.54 million and
there may be other aspects of this department that deserve review.
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Compared to the presentation of Options 1-6 (Staff), Option 7 (Port
Hopers for Fair Taxes) and Option 10 (Mayor), this chart is unusual.
The slide does not show the total cost of any of the departments/
services, and it does not show the levy allocated to each ward. It
is awkward to try to relate the chart from the Open Houses to the
other options that have been developed and presented in the past.
At an Open House session, when asked if all of the slides could
contribute to a hypothetical theme, and then what would the Ward
2 municipal levy increase be if every department/service was arearated as listed, Finance Director Baxter reported that compared to
the 2013 tax rating by-law, the increase would work out to 33.5
percent. In a comparison chart on the PHFFT website, all options/
themes are listed, with the ward-specific levy (dollars), and with the
increase/decrease in levy shown, compared to the 2013 tax year.
In future Open House sessions and community consultations, it is
important to watch for the key elements of any option/theme, for
your easy comparison to Options 1-6, Option 7, and/or Option 10.
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At the Open House sessions, the facilitator noted that the chart on
this slide is different from the rest. This chart is based on a TOTAL
tax bill, showing the municipal portion (top layer), the County
portion (the middle layer) and the education portion (Provincial).
It is important to note that area-rating of municipal taxes is not in
any way related to County or Provincial property taxes. Municipalities cannot affect the County or Provincial tax rates. During the
Open House sessions, some references were made that “impact of
such-and-such option is not very large” but those impacts were
being based on the TOTAL tax bill, including County and including
Education. As the facilitator noted, using the total tax bill as the
basis or benchmark is not appropriate in area-rating discussions.
For apples-and-apples comparisons, focus on municipal levy.
When comparing any option to another, and/or any option to the
theoretical theme that might be associated with some Open House
slides, it is important to focus on the differences in the municipal
portion of the tax levy that is allocated to each ward, or to the
difference in the (household) tax bill, for municipal portion only.
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Council instructed Staff to present the area-ratable services that
are listed in the Mayor’s Option 10 (November 2013) plus additional
services as recommended by Councillor Burns.
At the four Open House sessions, members of the audience raised
a number of questions, concerns and recommendations, including
expanding the area-ratable analysis to add Fire, Roads, and more.
Make your concerns and requests known – submit a “Comment
Sheet” to Council, contact your Councillors, and attend upcoming
Committee of the Whole meetings and Council meetings.
Please be patient: additional analysis and Open House sessions
will be required, along with the related community consultation.
Note that GRCA is listed in the Mayor’s Option 10, as a common
service, total cost $252K, but it was not shown in any of the materials at the Open House. If it had been on the wall during the Open
House sessions, would you have asked for GRCA to be added to
the others that are under consideration as an area-ratable service?
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The Open Houses on March 5th and 6th were the start of
community consultation, but the process is nowhere near
complete yet.
We had wanted the Open Houses to be in January, in Stage 1
BEFORE the Feedback Survey. We feel that the two stages should
have been reversed.
The Evaluation Chart developed by the council-appointed Focus
Group was not discussed or presented at the Open Houses, even
though it was a key recommendation of the Focus Group and
should have been carried forward into Stages 1 and 2.
A record of audience questions and answers was taken at all 4
open houses and we are waiting for that to be uploaded to the
municipal website. Of note, audiences at the open houses
specifically requested that Roads and Fire both be considered as
area-ratable.
All said though, the Open Houses have started the dialogue in
earnest, and it appears that Council has started to pay attention to
residents' questions, and started asking questions of their own.
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Here are the notes from the bottom of the Comment Sheet:
All comments received by March 21, 2014 will be included in a report to
Committee of the Whole on April 1, 2014.
Please submit your comments at the Open House, directly to Town Hall, Canton
Municipal Office, or Garden Hill Library by email at finance@porthope.ca, by fax
905-885-1807, or mail to Town Hall (56 Queen St, Port Hope, ON, L1A 3Z9)
Questions may be directed to David Baxter, Director of Finance at 905.885.4544 or
dbaxter@porthope.ca
Personal Information submitted through the community consultation process is
collected under the authority of the Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act for the purpose of inviting comments relevant to matter of Area Rating in
the Municipality of Port Hope. Consistent with the Act, names and addresses will be
become part of the public record and shall be publically available and may be
posted to the municipal web page. Personal information such as phone numbers
and email addresses shall be severed. Questions about this collection should be
directed to: F.O.I. Coordinator, 905.885.4544 extension 2231. Please note that
comments will be made available to Port Hope Municipal Council as part of the
Council approved public consultation process.
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We need a made-in-Port Hope solution. Remember it took City of Hamilton two years
after their public consultation began, for their area rated solution - and Port Hope's
public consultation just started 2 months ago. There is no need to rush the process.
Let's do it right.
The requested detailed 2013 financial data finally arrived on Monday - one day ago but since that data has Ward 1 and Ward 2 expenses combined, Council can only
make guesses on what should be area rated, since they still don't have enough data.
With separated financial data, all services could be transparently examined to
determine whether they are "special" or "common".
Council and the ratepayers need, and deserve, to get financial data breakdown of the
amount spent for services in each Ward. If this isn't available, then the accounting
process should change and starting with year 2014 budget, the Ward expenses should
be entered separately instead of lumped together.
In the meantime, Council should make a stop-gap decision like they did in 2013, and
base the 2014 tax rate on 2013 rate. The area rating decision making should be left
until after the detailed accounting records for each Ward for year 2014 are accumulated
and made public.
Council and the community need to get the real Ward-specific numbers, so that both
Wards can transparently pay their fair share. Anything less, will just be pulling numbers
out of a hat.
Both wards want to pay their fair share, but without a detailed breakdown of expenses
per service per Ward, it's impossible to know what that fair share actually is.
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Port Hopers for Fair Taxes have prepared a comparison chart for
the options and themes, from early days of Options 1-6, through to
the end of the March 2014 Open Houses.
The chart is available at the PHFFT website:

www. PortHopeCommunityGroups.org/
Porthopersforfairtaxes
(no spaces)
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